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Vote

on
Representative s
and
Aca demic
Reform

When all the results were tabulated perhaps
the greatest surprise was the number of ballots cast1420 in all , nearly 90% of the student body. (This
does not include ballots which were sent to all faculty
adm inistrators and Trustees.)
The large turnout in yesterday's referendum was

a result of several factors , m ost significantly thework
The grading system section of the referendum allow ed
done by those involved with the referendum question.
voters to vote for almost anything Here's how the vote
Large signs identified polling areas and persistent and
went.
insistent volunteers helped 'get the vote out."
I am satisfied with the present system of
The special election for representative to the Board
grading.
of Trustees created a great deal of interest-eight can12) 550 yes (38.7%)
didates vied for the spot. The winner was Martha
13) 617 no (43.5%)
Nist , who captured 24.3% of the vote (346 votes) to
If no, I favor a system that would include the
(24-8).
's
edge Hank Gold m an 17.5%
follow ing options....
Cathy Konefal took home the title of Public Infor14) 384 (27%) traditional grading on allcourses
mation Chairperson , to no one's surprise. This
15) 438 (30.8%) pass/fail on any course
with the electoral portion of the ballot com pleted
16) 420 (29.6%) written evaluation of work by faculty
voters turned to the referendum section.
17) 332 (23.4%) wirtten evaluation of work by student
The referendum on Academ ic Policy produced the
him self
following results.
In the area of credit hour requirem ents an overThe significance of the results of the referendum
whelming majority (84.7%) of the voters indicated disquestions is surely to be debated amd adapted to a
satisfaction with the present ysstem of 120 credit hours • variety of viewpoints. Most significantl y, 1203 of the
Onl y 12.18% indicated they were satisfied.
1420 who cast ballots indicated I dissatisfaction with
The second part of the Credit Hour question ,. "If
the present system. This percentage (84,7%) confirms
no, I favor a reduction in the number of credit hours
the need for serious re-evalutj on of the present system.
required for graduation "produced 1086 affirm ations
The results of the inquiry on the advisory system
(76 .5%) and 61 negative (4.3% of those casting ballots). seemed also to present a mandate for re-evaluation and
The Distribution and Area Requirement choice
action. (For CSFC recognized the need for revision in
showed overwhelming support by the students (679
this area as well).
or 47.8%) in favor of an alternative (other than aboA problem with distribution and area requ irem ents
lition) to present system of distribution and area'
becomes apparent because of the inclusion of the controrequirem ents.
versial Phys Ed requirement . This is a non-academic
The abolition of these requirements was favored
m atter which is best considered as a separate issue.
by 303 or 21.3% of the voters while only 18.6% or 246
Although m ore than not (617 to 550) indicated 1,
were in favor of the present system.
dissatisfaction with the present system of gradin g
none of the alternatives suggested were strongly supThe advising system as it is presently set up was
ported by those who registered dissatisfaction.
not satisfactory to 58.6% of the voters (832 votes) in
Thus from a student standpoint the referendum did
comparison to the 28.5% (405 ) who were satisfied.
produce results which justif y action in two areas; the
The second half of that question , "If no, I favor
a more comprehensive Faculty-student-career counselor credit hour requirement and in the advisory system.
The results of the faculty vote when all are in
advisory system " was apparentl y misinterpreted or
'.lould produce some interesting figures. For now at
m isunderstood by som e as 887 (62.5%) recorded a
yes vote here. Only 832 had voted no to the first questiion. sast those who oppose the credit hour requirement can
operate with the confidence that they are pursuing
Only 27 votes (1.9%) replied no to the second half of
student interests..
the question.

Crime
Considerations

MUMMENSCHANZ

MimeTroupe
Tonight
M u m menschanz , a unique Swiss mim e
troupe which has created a sensatio n throug h
out Eur ope and America , w ill be at Colb y
College 's G iven Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Thursd ay, November 21.
Comprised of three perform ers who have
been together since 1971 , M u m m enschanz
is experimentalist. The group, credited w ith
recognizin g "the infinite possib ilities of
mim e ," teamed up to com bine the skills
learned from the traditional "white fa ces"
mim e m asters with the Swiss ttrad ition of
"t he Masks " to f orm a comic theater of wit
an d invention never before tried ,
A ndres Bossard and Bcrn ie Schurch , the

two ori ginal members of the troupe , first met
at the Jacques Lccoq Mim e and Theater
Movement School in Paris. Although educated in the classic tradition of m i m e , th ey
were looking for something d ifferent.
Fascinated with t h e use of masks 'in
mim e , the two travelled to Rome where they
met Florianna Frassetto , who had attended
theater and , mimc school. The three form ed
M u m m c n s c h a n z and their fame was immediate.
M u m m e n s c h a n z achieved acclaim at the
International Festival of Mime in Prague in
1971 and in R o m e and Avignon , France , in
1972. D u r i n g 1974 they hav e had seasons
in London . Paris , and Berlin , and are
currently on their second North A merican
tour.
The p e rf o rm a n c e .' sponsored b y the
Colby Student Association , is open to the
pu b lic 'wit h an admission charge.

, On Monday, November 11, Richard Carey, Mayor
of W aterville and a state representative, spoke to theKennebec Valley Civil Liberties Union concerning
his study on rural crim e in M aine. The study is the
result of Carey's work as a m ember of the legislature's
Legal Affairs Com m ittee. It will be presented to the
House next year, along with proposals for new laws.
The committee held hearings in five areas throughout M aine-listening to complaints and gathering ideas
about lowering the crime rate. The com m itteds recommmendations stress the citizens ' demand that
the victim of crime be protected. If possible , restitution should be part of the punishm ent. The people
tended to blame lenient judges and the slowness of the
judicial system for the increase in crime. S C A R , a
prison reform group com posed of people who have
been in jail , faulted social ills "for all crim e." Everyone involved agreed that first-tim e offenders should
be treated leniently. However , citizens were adam ant
about swift decisive punishment being m eted to
multi ple offenders.
Mayor Carey emphasized that there was a need
for punishm ent to suit the offender. He pointed out
that fines should be related to a person 's means. He
also favors dropp ing minimum fines and jail sentences.
Judges ought to have the authority to view each case
individually. The mayor believes that sim ply hiring
more law enforcement officers will do little good.
Cooperation between judges and police and between
the public and all law agencies is essential to preventing crime. He cited the formation of a citizens's
vigilante group in the tiny town of Hancock. The
volunteers do not carry any weapons; they merely
m ake them selves visible, hoping their presence
will deter crim e. .
Mayor Carey clarified several issues during a
question and answer period which followed his presentation , Som e of the m ost interesting questions
concerned guns and bail ;
Q, The new controversial category of personal recognizance for bail-should those accused of a felony
as well as those accused of misdem eanors be allowed
to use it? A. Mr. Carey thought they shouldn 't
because the accused felons arc a greater potential
danger to the com m unity. An assistant county
attorney in the audience pointed out that bail
is simply a way to ensure the defendant 's attendance
continued on page nine

It is difficult in these tim es of econom ic and educational turmoil to predict what direction any of Colby's current program s will take, or be forced
to take. Nevertheless it is far easier to control that direction if preparation
includes a solid statement of policy. I am referring to the" Athletic program
at Colby. The econom ics of athletics were surely confused by the sudden
emergence of worn en's sports. But it is tim e now to recover from that period of confusion and reassess the situation. This seems a particularly
apt time as Colby is now in the process of selecting a new Athletic Director.
What role should sports play in the college? W here does Colby want to
fit in among other sim ilar schools? It seems so easy to dismiss this question
with a wry smile and a gentle poke at j ocks on cam pus. But it also seems
that we ought to let the students, thefaculty/particularly the coaching
staff) , the new A.D. and the Alumni know what direction the school's
athletic departm ent will take with regard to intercolleg iate competition.
How do we com e up with an answer to these questions? By examining the
current program, by determining student op ini on , by looking at the question from all sides. On one hand schools with an academ ic reputation similar
to Colby's have established exceptionally strong athletic programs without
damgaing that reputation and have instead parlayed that excellence into a
major role in the school's im age. On the other hand is the problem of Educational Econom ics always the question at hand?
What policy is there now? What is the future policy ? These are the
questions-* which should be concerns of the college now.
DE
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To The Editors

A friend once had to answer a question on a med school application,
asking why he wanted to becom e a doctor. He was flabbergasted to discover
that he really couldn 't think of any good reason , or any reason at all for that
matter, why he had chosen this career. Som ehow , at som e tim e along the
line he had decided to become a doctor.
Colby is chock full of would-be doctors, and lawyers, and professors and
mem bers of just about every honorable profession there is. Year after year ;
seniors fill out thousands of applications to professional schools, so that they
can becom e professionals.
Wh y?
W h y is there such an emphasis on entering reputable careers such as law
or m edicine? Colby is a liberal arts school. As such its basic pretense is not
strict preparation of students for definite careers. Rather, it is much more
effective in creating in a person a feeling of broad-mindedness and an attitude which he can carry with him into whatever he may decide to do. It
can teach us how to learn, m aybe even a few facts which will be helpful
later on in som e small way.
Schools for lawyers, schools for doctors, schools for professors , don 't
worry about this. They don 't care as m uch about m aking a student prepared for coping with all facets of life. The existence they prepare their
students for is a practical , clearly delineated one in which prim e consideration
is given to learning the nit-pick y detail s of becoming professionalin som ething, then in following through with the nit-picky details of establishing
oneself in a career. They can teach a person to becom e a Mich elangelo with
a scalpel, but without a broader understanding of his relation to the world ,
the person yieldin g the scalpel will lack the fulfillment and the excitem ent
with life in general which made Michelangelo great.
So many students here see other choosing future careers, and franticall y
decide that it must be tim e for them to do the sam e. Andso, som e of
them choose future pastimes which they are well suited for and will probably
do well in. Others though end up blindly picking a career out of a hat so
to speak, and they can only hope that their choice has not been too bad.
It is especially to the latter group of people that this editorial addresses
itself. These are the people you hear saying, "W ell, I don 't know what I
want to do next year so I guess I'll apply to law school if I get around to
it." Don 't blind yourself to the rest of the world. The move from the
college atmosphere should not be a ho-hum affair , but ; one which is
thrilling in its expectations, dream s, and fears. Don't ru sh yourself into
a career which you are niether good at or interested in. M aybe what
you need is no career at all.
^
RH

**^***

Of all the complaints circulating the campus
today there is one I comp letely agree w ith .
This is the dissatisfaction that many students
and certain faculty members have with the 120
credit hour requirement. This requirement
makes no sense to me at all. The m ain conseiSMMINMNfflUimmiM ^
I am not a critic, a matter of fact , I don 't believe
quence of this requirement is to severely restrict
in talking negatively about another person 's work<
(or should I say strangle) attem pts at student
Runnals Union
Oh 1 may feel negative & towards? it, but I wouldn 't
participatio n in activites outside the classroom . jI
Colby College
write about it.
f* |£lW
I have heard m any call the Colby student
II
Wa
terville
04901
, Maine
I am writing here and as you may have guessed,
|
apathetic, w h y does he/sh e fail to show for the
^P^H
j
I
<
lam com pletely positive towards my subject.
m a n y lectures , concerts , etc. at hi s/her dispo- '
^
^
^ f
l
It was Friday at eight o'clock when a sellout
sal? It is because he/she is in the p it cramming |I
^ IH Telephone 873-1131
for that fifth or sixth course that he/she '
crowd of people suddenly opened their eyes and for
extension 240
II
fell ( behind in.
a few hours saw what it is all about-life that is. I
I Founded in 1877, the Colby Echo is pubImagine how nice it ( would be to achieve a
am speaking of "Man of La M ancha. " Well I really
decent grade poin t average and be able to part- jI lished weekly excep t during vacations and
don't know much about what constitutes a good
icipate in p lays, sports , student government or
jI examination period s by the student s of Colby
play, good actor,or good actress, but I do know the
whatever your interests. I firml y beleive these I1 College , and printed by the Journal Publifeclingswhich swelled in m y soul the desires to
outside activities are an integral part of a well& cations of Belfast , Maine.
jum p up and down and scream yes, yes, and the
rounded education. The person who spends
j1 Entered as second class matter at the Post
smile which for the life of me I couldn 't get off my
his entire four years , here in M iller Library is
I Office , Waterville , Maine.
Accepted by
face., except briefly in the mirror scene-ah but idon't
i m issing a lot. 120 credit requiremen t forces
mailing
at
a
special
rate
of
postage
prov ided
worry it returned shortly. But m ore than that , from
many peop le to do this. How m a ny tim es have jI
for in Section 1103 , Act of October 3/1917
have you seen someone in the cubes reading a
tim e to tim e I looked arou nd and saw many with
j|
I
as amended , and authorized on December 24,
what I think were these sam e feelines. . How comfort- book that is not required in one of his courses?
ing that is-there is still hope! For me it was real
I' m not proposin g we m a k e Colb y an easy
I 1918'
and wonderful. I was luckier than most of the indiv- college. I' m merely proposing we make it a
& All opinions expressed in th is newspaper not
pla ce where we have tim e for learning and
iduals in the audience as I was able to attend the
II directly attributed or identified are those of
growth outside of Lovejoy 's four walls.
celebration following opening night. It was beautii|
the Colby Echo.
ful to see that the process of putting on "M an of
Kevin Carley
jI The Echo assumes no responsibility for the
La M ancha" has apparently developed a close group
I return or safekeeping of unsolic ited manuof people. I don 't think lam wong in saying that
1 scripts or photogr aphs.
more thar just a few of the cast have learned from
I Co-Editors
Doug Endreson
A letter to the Ech o
our friend Don Quiiote.
1
will
not
attempt
to
Roger Hatch
critic,
I
Since I am not a
Like most other students, I voted today on the
praise certain indivuduals connected with the proi
Cornelia McMonepl
¦
Design
Student Task Force for Educational R eform referduction. H eck, you all did just a great job.
Brad Smith
endum . I resent the fact that there was no space
If you have any knowledge of how m uch work
1
Bill Silverman
for student 's comments on the ballot , indicating
these people put in, maybe you will let them know
to me a possible lack of interest in student opinion,
I Business
Bill Tuttle
your appreciation for the performances. Though I
except as applies to their general proposals. For
am sure that for som e of those involved only the
I Advertising and
Ed Mitchell
emcrgen e of a few Colby Don Quixote's will pr ovi de this reason , I wish to publicl y expr ess my f eeli ngs
I Circulation . . . . . . .Scott Belanger
and someof the conm ents I would have made, in
them with partial satisfaction.
I Typists
Lynn Stuart
regard to the referendum .
I
Karen Santic
Doug Win dsor
I
Sharon Young
continued on next page
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. letters, continued from page two
There is no doubt inmy m ind, nor in the m inds
of many of m y fellow students, that there is a need
for som e type of "educational reform " at Colby.
This referendum , however, does not give students
much specific groundwork for change. The Task
Force's "Position papers:: were rather vague and
did not deal with the objections to their proposals.
They contained too m any general statements,
such as "restricting the realm of student freedom "
and "restricting the student's free tim e." Generalities are acceptable, but they must be clarified
with specific proposals. The papers were also
poorly written, not really stating the positions
clearl y, or coming to any definite point.
The vagueness of their position was reflected in the general proposals of the referendum .
ballot. I can understand that the Task Force
wanted to get "student feeling," but that could
have and should have, been done with more
specific proposals. What is going to happen now?
Are the feelings going to be sent to a committee
composed of only a few students to design specfic proposals which would be acceptable? Once
again , this tends toward a usurpation of the
student body's right to decide. If the referendum
has to be submitted again (and it m ust be if anything definite hopes to be accom plished) I
would suggest the following changes:
The first proposal, on credit hours, should
state specificall y the changes which should be made.
120 credit hours is too damn much. In eight sem esters this n ecessitates an average of 15 hours a
sem ester which is five courses a semester. This
is too diffuse, and for most students it prevents
an in-depth concentration on what is being
studied ; working hard on four subjects and sluffing a fifth becom es a comm on attitude. This
academ ic overload does infringe on the social'
and intellectual interaction which is essentail
for a residential college. The makor objection
to a reduction , and the major reason the change
from 105 back to 120 was made, is not, as the
Task Force stated "the idea that students had too
much tim e on their hands." Rather, the concept
of a "four-year college." This is a valid objection ,
but one which should not be of overriding concern.
Other objections have to do with the loss of revenue due to early graduations (which is irrelevant
if Colby continues to accept second semester freshmen) and a belief that the students would not be
working up to their potential. I think that is for
the students to decide. I would suggest the following alternatives to 120 hours: a) a straight reduction
to 105 credits or b)retaining the 120 and also giving credits for Jan Plan. The latter proposal would
effectivel y reduce the hours needed during the eight
semesters, solve another controversy, and still "make
students work." The credit for Jan Plan would be
decided by group plan teachers or by the comm ittee
and sponsor for individual plans. Either of these
alternatives (and I favor the second) would not prevent a student from taking six courses a semester but
would relieve an unnecessaryburden and , paradoxically, would give a student more opportunities.
The second proposal , concerning the grad ing
system , was not dealt with adequately in the position paper, but that does not make any vote invalid.
Rather , it points to the need for m ore discussion on
the topic. Grades have been playing an important
role in education for a long tim e, and this is a shame.
We should be able to look upon the "success" and
"Value " of courses in term s of the knowledge
gained , not the grade received. However , this requires a change in student attitudes, a change
which should be assisted by college policy. I
disagree with both proposals on the referendum
ballot , an "all or none" proposition. Instead , I think
that a pass/fail option should be offered , not for all
courses, but for all unrequired courses. Unrequicrcd
means courses outside of college requirem ents,
(which will be discussed later) and outside the
major. This type of system , as well as any pass/fail
option , could cause difficulties, all of which can be
handled . The major objection to p/f is from an
^valuator 's viewpoint: the lack of any real distinction between levels of achievement. But I
think the teachers arc more than capable to deal
with p/f definition, in conjunction with th eir classes. As for the feeling that p/f docs not "reward "
good work) this should be a student's decision and
iced not affect a teacher's policy. The most im portant thing a student must decide is whetherlie/she can do without Iwttcr grades. Whether :we
*drn it it or not, many students need trie impetus or
"icentive of grades to get work done. But once
J

again, the decision should be up to the student, and
the option should be there. Therefore , I would propose the retention of the letter-grading system along
with a pass-fail option for all unrequired courses. This
grading system could be devised in conjunction with
an advisory system. The referendum pro p osal "on the
ballot about advising, was the vaguest of them all, and
I had no idea which to vote. I don't even know the
present advising system , so I don 't have any ideas for
im provem ents.
Along with grading, the idea was advanced for written • teacher evaluations. In principle, this idea was
excellent, but in practice it would probably fall short
of its goal. Favorable comments would prevail and
frank , unfavorable "comm ents would probably be toned
down. However, this is sheer speculation. I can see
no valid objections to having written evaluations if a
student requests clarification of some grade. Sim ilarly
I can see no objections to a written student response
or a personal evaluation, all of which would be present
in a student's permanent file.
The final proposal is probably the m ost controversial
because it goes near the heart of the m eaning of a
liberal arts college: the distribution and all-cam pus requirements. Since this is mainly an adm inistrative
distinctio n , let's call them all "requirem ents." I
never received a position paper on tthis subject , but
I'm sure the Task Force is against all requirements.
These requirements consist of two semesters each of a
social science, humanities, and a physical science ,
Freshm an English, Physical Education , and two years
of a language. I am opposed to requirem ents, on principle, simp ly because they are required. H owever, I
accept that without these requirements , many students
would not get a taste of a variety of fields (especially
the ph ysical sciences) and that is not good , nor is it
consistent with the "liberal arts experience. " I do not
think that the im plem entation of requirements is all
that harm ful , and is potentially benficial. I do,
however, strongly object to two of the required courses:
PE and a lab science. Neither course is beneficial
enough in itself to justif y being required . Thus , for a
change in requirements I would propose the elim ination of the PE and lab requirements and a possible
modification of the language requirem tn.
In summary, I feel that we need some type of educational reform , some changes, in Colby's policies.
But I don 't think the recent referendum was specific
enough , nor was there adequate enough discusiion , to
make any definite changes, although we did get a vague
indication of student feelings. I would propose a more .
specific referendum , with addit ional discussion, and
possibly a well-attended panel discussion or debate
involving articulate students and faculty on both sides
of the issues. Specificall y, 1 would like to see : pretention of 120 credit hours with a reasonable amount
of cred it given for Jan Plan, 2) retentio n of lettergrading with the option of pass/fail for all unrequired
course, and 3) elim ination of the physical education
and lab science requirements and a possible modification of the language requirement.
These three issues are not the only issues confronting us as students here at Colby. Let's get together
on finding solutions to these problems andthen we
can see how we can handle the other problems.
We are not just tenants here, though we are often
treated as su ch . This is our school.
David J. Harris
P.S. I would like to publicly thank Dean Sweney
for discussing the faculty 's objections with me. I
want to m entio n that the opinions expressed are
not necessarily his own.

My three and a quarter years at Colby have
been beneficial. I have known traum atic and
despairing years where I seemed m isplaced .
I have known and am experiencing exceedingly high years* Colby has provided me
with an excellent experience. I have gone from
times where people ignore and hurt me to times
where acceptance and the giving and taking
of love is a natural process. I love Colby, I
love America -- what it offers - what it allows
me to have and to do. And it is because of this
that I can write this letter. lask you to reread
this first paragra ph at the end of the following,
It is tragic and frustrating that American
colleges play su ch a large and deceivcig role
in our increasingly corrupt society . Most of
these institutions state or imply somewhere
in their philosophies that an important function of the institution lies in im proving the
state of mankind. Many liberal arts colleges

suggest that the colleges are not used for the
betterment of mankind , but that they are
used for the betterm ent of the individual.
If this philosophy is then a method to im
prove the total state of m ankind it is good.
This is not the case. For instead, the college
places the ' individual into a society where
divorced fro m the rest of the w orld he/she
looks only to satisfy his/her individual needs.
The college influences the individual to oversatisfy his/her needs and to secure his/her life
by taking all he/wh e can at all tim es possible.
It encourages competition perhaps as a method
to insure 100% output by the student, but
by deceiving the individual into thinking
material goods to be a large part of life's
truths this com petition results in selfish
individual programmed to obtain oversized
portions of these goods. The big business,
money orientated , government - pleaseng
colleges of today are noti in my opinion, liberal
communities objectively presenting or providing
an education which is possible of yielding
a more objective student whose well being is
improved . Instead of working for world improvem ent , colleges are rapidly becoming agents
which may insure the immergenceof a George
Orwell 1-984 type of societal hell !
I am a student , you are the students.you
are the professors and adm inistrators; we are the
college m inus the trustees, big business, and the
governm ent. It is up to m e, you, and you to
analyze our own existence, to tear ourselves
from the grips of the consoling opiatic deceiving bliss which our society attem pts to use in
forcefully controlling us, man's world , and the
natural world .
I have no m aster plan. I doubt that one
individual has ever developed one, nor thatone
individual ever will develop one. But this does
not m ean that such a plan does not exist. I am
trying to find ways to better my, mankind 's,.
and the natural world's state. Together maybe
we can accomplish more then we can alone.
Perhaps communities (we could call them colleges)
that are independent of big business, money and
material orientated societies, and independent of
the government might, be developed. (It can be
done, and without sacrificing abilities.) And perhaps
these com munities can more objectively through
real educational m ethods help .tomake possible
a better world. I don 't know , but I hope I find
out.
If you ask me in reading this what my piont is,
I can only reply: It is tragic and frustrating that
Colby is not the liberal arts college it could be.
I am not referring to specific details (eg. 120hrs.
vs. 105 hrs.). It is the institution itself whichi is
m isplaced . If it had the properly dedicated people
in its m ake up to work for a better college and
world , m aybe then Colby could approach a
proper standard of operation. I find very little
evidence of this dedication.
We all know (I do anyway) how it seems easier
to remain indistinct puppets somehow justif ying
our own deception. What hurts is that we also
know that we are fooling ourselves; it is not easier.
How long — when do I begin to live my life? And
you , how many life times do you think you have?
Doug Wind sor
to the editors ______ ..___-_»____-_____________«_.
The following is dedicated to those posters hanging
around campus recently, urging still another collective .
tantrum against Colby.'s "educational policies". While
they rally the troops for a stab at some jerkwater framework of knowledge, others make a genuine attack at
knowledge itself through Real Curiosity, leaving the
administrative "windm ills" to blow harm lessly in the
bureaucratic breeze.
We're m ore free to educate ourselves up here than
those pretty posters seem to "think".
Take a dum p
Take a dump
Take a dum p dump dump
Take a dump
Take a dump
Take a dump dum p dump
Take a dum p
Take a dum p
Take a dum p dump dump
Take a dump
Take a dum p dumb dump . . .
Carry On,
Hal Marden

^

Eustis Orders Col by Evacuated !
Picture it: you are walking across Dana Lawn one
afternoon. Suddenly you see a frantic-eyed beagle
dragging an old suitcase behind him streak up to your
and jump into your arms, pleading you to give him
the m oney for fare on the next Grey hound (bus, not
dog) out of town before the m en fro m B and G, carrying butterfly nets and running toward you can get
him. Well , things haven't gotten to that point yet.
As of this semester, however, Colby has made the
decision to try to rid the campus of the swarm s of
dogs and other anim als which seem to thrive here.
This action was prompted by numerous complaints
over the past few years from faculty , students, and
staff who have had run-ins with animals on campus.
The Student Handbook has for years forbidden students to keep pets in dormitori es, but enforcem ent
of the rule has been lax until this year. The head
residents of th< dorm s and presidents of the frats have
been given the task of ridding their buildings of anim als. For the students who survive this actionk it is

CSFC Repo rt : Part III
This week s continuance of the CSFC Report
evaluation begins with the analysis of the section on
Admissions in Part III of the report , "Detailed Report
and Specifi c Recom mendations."
G. Admissions
The section on admissions reveals some interesting
facts about Colb y students. Intellecutall y entering
freshmen are around the top 15 % in the country . Of
this freshmen class 60% represent New England (30%
from Massachussetts, 15% from Maine). Eight applications are recieved for each place in the freshm an
class.
The section also deals with the attempt to recruit a
diversified student bod y. Diversity was not favored
where an> sacrifice of high intellectual standard s was
necessary, In sum the attitude adopted was best expressed in a quote from a report of Swarthm ore College, "If many undergraduates com e from similar backgrounds it is surely one of the functions of a liberal
arts college to diversif y similarity."
Som e thought was given to possible alternative means
of recruitm ent in the event that the admissions pool
was substantially diminished in the near future . Vocationall y oriented programs, the transfer pool , and the
possiblity of establishing a unique educational program
were considered but no specific recommendations
were made.
In conclusion the CSFC recommended that Colby
continue with the classical concept of the liberal arts
degree.
H. Financial Aid to Students
The report on financial aid makes no recommendations but clearl y dem onstratcs that Colby's Student
aid program s are well administered . Funds available
have m ore than kept up with tuition increases. In add
ition comparison to other schools shows Colby aid
programs com peting at the top.
Som c interesting facts about financial aid at Colby:
There has been a 195% increase in all form sof student
aid since 1963-1964. G ift scholarships alone have
increased 163%. This increase is substantially higher
than the 83% increase in tuition and fees.

th ought that a m uch safer and cleaner atmosphere
will exist both in and out of dorm s and frats.
According to Dean Seitzinger, the evacuation process is going quit e well, all things considered. Up
until now there have been only a few cases reported
where students have not found a new home for their
pets. There students are given 72 hours in which to
relocate their animals. After that time their cases
will be heard by the Student Judiciary (such a case
has never been brought up before Stu-J before).
Seventy-two hours is a pretty short time in which to
find an new home for pets especially when the owners
are fond of their anim als (and deep down what 'owners aren't?). Thus, it has been unofficial college policy so far to allow pets to stay in dorms until
Thanksgiving vacation, al song as their owners agree
to bring them horn e and leave them there. Another
altenative open is for students to move downtownthis has already been done c in one case. Also, there
is a Pet Placement Service on Drummond Avenue
in Watervilk which wil1 tr y t0 fin d decent homes
for animals brought to them .

Ten years ago the college spent $360,000 on gift
scholarhips, this year $948,000 will be spent. This is
a 66 percent of the total and figure of $1, 445,000.
This year 26% of the student body receives financial aid and the average award is $1570.
In the future loans are expected to play an increasingly significant role in the total aid picture.
I. Student Services
Student Services constitutes the counseling
and advising of students. This is an area which includes
student advising, faculty advising , psychological counseling and freshmen orientation, A number of studies
are suggested. Imp lementation of their recommendations will hopefull y be accomplished soon and it is
here, in the translation from the CSFC to the student
that significant change will be m ade.
Athletics and Fraternities
W ith regard to athletics the CSFC recommends
that a study group be appointed to exam ine the
whole question of athletics and Colby.
"The CSFC believes that the fraternity situation at
Colb y is being adequatel y handled at the present
time,"
J. Governance, O rganizations, and Administration
Again the suggestion of a separate study was
made. Outside partici pation was suggested in order
to obtain a fresh and objective opinion.
Constructive changes have to date been made
through student participation, faculty contributions
and the Student Affairs Committee of the Board .
The CSFC investigation determined a definite
need for an independent study.
K. Communications
The Committee noted the im portance of informal
and formal comm unication between all groups on
campus. They felt such comm unications had m ade
positive progress in recent years.
'
W ith regard to publications put out by the
college it was recommended that a Committee
be established to "determine what audience the
College sh oul d reach , for what purpose and
with what means."

The students and faculty who live off cam pus but
bring their dogs on cam pus are on longer going to be
allowed to let their dogs run free. In accordance
with the Waterville leash lawall dogs brought on
cam pus will either have to be on a leash or be under
the strict control of theri owners.
Of particular disamy to many students is the
decision to make dorm sand frats off-limits not
only to dogs but also to cats, mice , hamsters, snakes,
m onkeys, fish , turtles, birds, and all other aminals.
That dogs are messy and have been known to intimidate staff , faculty , and students is unquestionable.
But is is hard to imagine nay one getting upset or
bothered by these smaller animals, especially when
they are kept in cages 'within the confines of the
student's, rooms. The college's reasoning lbeh in d
its decision to get rid of all pets instead of jus t the
larger ones was that it did not want to use a doublestandard . If som e pets were going to be forbidden ,
then all pets should be forbidden out of fairness to
the owners of the larger animals whose pets would
be forced to leave anyway. This policy has not been
accepted too well by some , oi the owners of smaller
pets. But regardless of whether the policy is right
or wrong.it is being continued.
It rem ains to be seen how effective the policy will
be. There are still pets On cam pus and probably there
will be som e left after Thanksg iving. B and G cannot
identif y all the anim als in and out of the dorm s, nor
can the head residents. Some students are reluctant
to find a new place for their pets and probabley
will carry their cases to Stu-J . According to Dean
Seitzinger the college does not want to appear inhum ane
or cold-hearted in effecting its new policy but it feels
that Colby can nolonger cope with the pet population
explosion.. For pets and their owners these are trying
times. The adm inistrationhopes that they will not
cost students and their anim als excessive difficulty
and pain.

A
Feminist
Doctor ?

Susie y W^ dsworth

,

At the risk of sounding like a militant fem inist , let me suggest a few ideas. For instance ,
wh y are there no women doctors at Colby ?
This includes clinical psychologists , gynecologists , and ph ysicians; and it would be benefical
if one p lace (or , ideall y, more places) could be
filled by a w o m a n .
As fas as psychologists are concerned , b o t h
Dr. Perez and Dr. Lester seemed very open and
aware of the possibiliti es of having a w o m a n on
the staff. In fact , :several i different worn en
have fulfilled the positi on at some time or other
in the past , and the presence of Dr. Skowbo
certainl y rounds out the psychology department
somewhat. In addition , som e w o m e n are available for informal counselling, but qualified
clinicians remain men. Women psycholog ists
are available for hire , and Dr, Lester poin ted out
that he is not tenured and could be fired torn o rrow and rep laced b y a feminist., It is not my
p lace to urge such action , nor w o u l d I want to ,
but I do urge consideration of future po ssibilities.
Both doctors did wonder how m a n y students
would actuall y seek out a w o m a n psycholog ist.
When once before a w o m a n was hired , few
patients left either doctor 's care to go to her .
But the option of choice , for men as well as
women , should still be available , perhaps more
so now than in the past. Pre sentl y, if one
refuses to consult 'with a' male psychologist , they
will get you in contact with a woman. But
perhaps there are Colb y women who are not
desperate enough to go to that m u c h trouble
now b u t would consult a woman if she were on
the i Staff.
Even thou g h I have no inform ation on w omen 's. preferences for doctors , there are some
interesting facts about the psychiatric professi on
in general , For one , it is strongly dom inated
by stereopypes. One re search project sent
questionnaires to clinical psychiatrists , psyycho l*
ogists , and social worker s , asking what th ey considered a "health y " male , female , or adult-sex
unspecified. The resu lts show a double standard
at worlc , Male-valued trait s such as being indep en dent , objective , d ominant , aggressive , and
logical were distingu isded from female-valued
tr aits (a m uch shorter list) su ch as being talkative,
continued on page nine

Atte mpted
Averill
H ush -up
Fails
Visitors to Colby are often am azed and aghast
when they are given a tour of the library and are
given the opportunity to see hordes of students
gathered to study in such abysmal-sounding places
as "The Pit", "The Cubes", or "The Stacks".
To those unaquainted with the residential siuation
of a college such as Colby, it is hard to understand wh y
students should so fanat ically rush off to such horrid
places to study when they could easily read that
book or do that paper in the confines of their own
rooms.
To those of us who live in dorms and frats the
is simple - there is too m uch noise and too
answer
I
distractions
in the dorm s and frats to be able
many
to concentrate. Not that the library is m uch better.
The residential buildings on campus are sim ply not
conducive to getting work done.
For this reason last year a group of students sugI gested that a dorm itory be set aside for all those stuI dents who wanted to be in a quiet atm osphere when
§ in their dorm . The administratio n responded and desI ignated Averill Hall as a "quiet dorm " for the 1974I 1975 academ ic year. Students who indicated that they
would like to live in Averill when they signed up for
|
I rooms last semester had to agree to abide by the rules
I of the dorm , wh ich tentatively would include longer
|
quiet hours than in rn ost dorm s.
I
Unfortunatel y Averill has not been quite as quiet
as
those
who originated thd idea last year might have
|j
envisioned.
(It is interesting to note that only one of
I
I the group of students who brought up the idea of a
I quiet dorm actually are living in Averill this year).
1 Mark Arnold , the head , resident, said that according
i to plan , the 80-odd (well, they 're not really that odd)
I students living in the thre e-story building met at the
beginning of the year and voted on what quiet hours
they would follow. It was somewhat surprising that
lj the results were not much different from most dorm i) tories. Quiet hours were to be from 11 PM to 9 AM .
I This was indicative of either a general apath y toward
m tf.c whole idea of a quiet dorm on the part of the residents (despite having chosen to live there) or else a re|
I luctance to go too far in restricting the social life in the
i dorm. At any rate, according to Arnold , if this was the
i way they wanted it to be, there was no sense in forcing
|g the issue of longer quiet hours, since the dorm had been
H set up to adhere to the students' wishes anyway.
I This is not to say that Averill has p lummeted into
I hedonistic abandon. True, it has not turned out to be
I quite as still and m onastery-like as some students would
S have liked it to be.
a There have been a couple disturbing incidents in Avei rill. The m ost recent cam e last weekend when a fire exI tinguisher was thrown out a third -floor window onto the
i sidewalk directly in front of the door (both of these inm cidents were caused by outsiders, not by Averill residents)
H But compared to the rest of the residential buildings on
campus , it is m uch quieter. The fact that only a couple
|
I pf complaints have been received by the head resident is
indicative of the relative success of the dorm in subdi|
1viding at least som e of the rowdiness which seem s to
I thrive in the dormitory atmosphere.
Will there be a quiet dorm next year? If there is a
|
|arge
|enough group of students to merit having one , it
Ils plausible that it may be in a different building than
I Averill , Ayerill's location and structure are hard ly suita¦
hie for peace and quiet. It is located in the center of
A cam pus , practically in the middle of one of the busiest
I r °«ds on campus. Its walls are paper thin. There is only
I °nc tiny lounge on each floor , just big enough for a stufl ('<<nt to squeeze into if he doesn 's bring his books in
I w 'th him . Sounds bounce down the narrow hallway s
endlessl
I concert y j Averill is structurall y more suited to be a
I
hall than a quiet dorm .
That most of the residents of Averill did n 't seem to
I very
enthusiasticabouthavin g their building turned
I ,
1"ito a quiet zone is unfair to the few who were zealous
Mout it when they signed up to live there, For those
I
j ^. all that can be said is, tough luck . . . just be glad
|
B ^at th e Pit is onlya hop, skip, and a jump away.

Frats Form
Co-op
It is a well known, yet often misunderstood fact ,
that Colby's Fraternities and Sororities have suppl ied
our cam pus with little more than the means to feel
ill on the m orning after a typical "Frat Party". Consequently, a large, undeniable rift has formed , separating our campus into two distinct entities.
A "group of people, realizing that most of the blam e
for this gap has justifiably been directed at the fraternities and sororities, have met and discussed possible
solutions to this problem . This group consists of fraternity and sorority presidents, and also includes Bruce
Cum m ings, Director of Student Activities, and M ike
Boyson, Executive Chairperson of the Student Association.
Various program s have been set into motion by
this group. Among them are the reorganization of the
"W inter Carnival" and the establishm ent of a seminar
series. Hopefully, these activities will help to bridge
the gap, but more support and ideas are needed.
The success of this group will in part, depend on the
energies of its mem bers, but the ultimate test lies within you. If you are i nterested in doing something, see
Bruce or M ike.

Securit y Will
Store Your Stuff
Vacations being prim e tim e for rip-off artists to do thei
to do their thing the wise student is advised to store
anything of special value with Colby Security and
thereby preserve his belonging for yet another day.
W ho to call and what to day ? Call Stan Crowell ,
Chief of Security and say, "Hey Chief , how about holding on to som e loot until I return from Turkey Day?"
And as easily as its said it will be done and you m ay
sit down to your dinner with the knowledge that
your stereois safe. It m akes more sense than sitting
it out at hom e waiting andwondering, right? Call
201 today.

World Bank
Exec to
Lectur e
Mr. M. M. Islam , the Alternate Executive Director
of the World Bank , is scheduled to speak at Colby
College on Monday, November 25 , 1974 at 8 p.m. at
Given Auditorium . His topic will be "WORLD BANK
AND ECONOM IC DEVELOPM ENT. " It will be
related to current food and energy crises.
Mr. Islam is not a professional economist,
He is a professional Cost Accountant but he has been
involved with Administrative Affairs for so long that
his subject m atter should be easily followed by those
who are neither economists nor accountants,
Mr. Islam qualified in 1952 in the Central Superior
Service Exam ination to join the Civil Service of
Pakistan , the elitist successor of the elitist INd ian
Civil Service. After two years of intensive training
he joined regualr government service as an area
administrator.
For m ost of his career, Mr. Islam has been associated with the Ministry of Finance. He served in the
^Finance - Departm ent of the Provincial (State)
Government of East Pakistan before being appointed
Prem anent Secretary of Com m erce and Industries
in the Provincial Governm ent. After that M r, Islan
retired fro m Government service to becom e Executive
Director of National Oils in Pakistan. Following the
secession of East Pakistan from Pakistan , Mr. Islam
was reacalled to governm entscrvice to become
Permanent Secretary.
Mr. Islam attended the IMF Conference in October
of 1972. In late, 1973 he becam c alternate executive
director of the World Bank. He is an experienced
traveller and speaks three languages,
W e hope everybody will enjoy hisvisit to Colby. W c
have arra nged a reception after the lecture for everybod y to m cct him . The visit is sponsored by the
International Relations Club and the departm ent of
Economics.

Malle Mini
Fil m Fest
This weekend , Film Direction will present a Louis Malle
mini-festival in the form of two of Malle's film s. Zazie
dans le M etre, M alle's third film, is a wild comedy about
a ten year old girl brought to Paris by her uncle, a drag
queen , so that Zazie's mother can have a brief fling w ith
her lover. Malle's style has been com pared with that of
Mack Sennet, The Marx Bros., W.C. Fields, and R en e
Clair, among others. One French reviewer has called
Zazie "one of the most authentically original film s, the
most subversive ... the most insolently unusual, and
the British M onthly Film Bulletin says that Zazie " is
full of good things, is really very funny, and all the characters are beautifully cast/' M alle's attem pt to find
visual translations for the scripts literary puns will be
am using for those interested in film techniques.
The second Malle showing will be Calcutta, a film
related to his six part opus, "Phantom India ". It is
a unique and exciting and probably frightnning
glimpse of the u nderside of the sub-continent, one
w hich should gain particular relevance from the present world situation. Malle's sympathetic but unsparing vision of one of the world's m ost fascinating,
but aim ost hopeless cities will be very much of a
change from his earlier comedy.
A final work : There has been a change in the
Film Direction calendar. Loves of a Blonde, initially scheduled for Sunday , Dec. 6, won 't be
shown until Tues. Feb. 11. We hope to replace it
with James Joyce 's ULYSSES, to be shown either
Dec. 2 or 6th. Watch for announcements!!

Coffee House
Pours Big
We ekend
Big weekend , folks. Friday night November 22
brings you John Payne , a jazz saxophonist som e of
you seniors and five-year planners might rem em ber as
a part of a very find Boston group called Brom field
Street Band who frequented Colby 's Coffeehouse in
its second year. Before that he played for Bonnie
Raitt. John Payne has since formed his own group and
has played here several times. All reports are good.
Bottle Hill is one of those bluegrass bands with
plenty of traditional training and a tendency to rennovate som e seemingl y unlikel y tunes bluegrass style.
They 're coming Saturday night with banjo , mandolin ,
dobro, guitar, bass, and occasionall y hammer dulcim er
or harp in hand. "Bottle Hill incorporates contemporary songs and ideas into their own unique style and
create a m agnetism in the crazy atmosphere that
surrounds alm ost every concert , exemplified by the
success they 've had at colleges, festivals, street
fights, and transcendenta l weddings in eight states.
Both Nights:
admission $1.00
8:30 p.m .

CCS OFFE RS
VA CATION AID
The Center for Coordinated Studies is willing to
help the Dean 's Office to find Christm as housing
for students who are unable to return horn e for the
break. Anyone who needs housing or is willing to
take a guest home should c call or I stop b y the
Center Office (135 Woodrn an).
Has the ornpusmail system lost or delayed
your mail? The Center for Coordintacd Studies
is collecting writcn complaints of specific incidences of lost or delayed mail in which the delay
clearly occured within our campus system. If you
have had mail lost or delayed b y the campus
syst em , please subm it a report to Mr Koonce
Explaining the delay (119 W oodman).

- Library Hours: Thank sgiving Recess
Miller Library will be open:
W ednesday , 27 November 8:30 a.m. -- 5 p.m .
Frid ay , 29 November 9 a.m . - 5 p.m.
Sunda y, 1 December noon - 11 p.m .
It will be closed Thanksgiving Day and Saturday,
30 Novern ber.
Reserve books may be taken out for the vacation period starting at noon on Tuesday, 26
Novem ber. Portable microfilm readers may
also be borrowed.
Departm ent libraries will be closed during the
vacation period.

New Method Auto
Sales and Service
Specializing in Foreign
Car Repair s

872-8137

214 College Ave.

The Coffe ehouse

Fri . 8:30— Jazz
John Payne
(on Bromfield Records) $1.00
Sat. 8:30 — Bluegrass
Bottle Hill
(on Biogra ph Records ) $1.00
— free coffee and tea —

CLYDE and ANNE ARNOLD , Jr.
Welcome Colb y Parents

AMERICAN
MOTOR INN

ATj Tf \ Watervi lie-Oakland Exit
Tpke 95 - Routes 11 & 137
Gtfj fy

^•DS

Te, (207)872-5577

ijjMLfe
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Air Conditioning — Credit Cards
Tel. in each unit — Hot Water heat
Colored T.V. — Queen size beds

There's More To
DeOrsey 's
Than Records.. ,

Like KLH com ponents and systems at
price s that may surprise yo u. Like a
full line of RCA portable and table
radios . Li ke posters , sheet music , Ko s s
and Scintrex head phone s. And mor e ,
sto p by and poke around — next ti me
you ' re lookin g for a record — or
some thing else.
Trivia question: What 60's pop grou p did Andy Kim
belong to?
Prize: The new And / Kim album!!!
Last week' s answer: Julie Tippetts

®a@ssavs
•Im plena
- —
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Sancho's warm th and concern for his at tim es magnificently crazed friend comes through in Orefices'
splendid portrayal.
In Quixote's eyes a lowl y kitchen scullion by the
name of A-ldonza becomes his "Dulc i nea ", his idealized
lad y, w hose honor h e will d ef end and wh os e fa vor he
will carr) into battle. Aldonza , played by Claudia
Schneider is real , al ive and convincing. Miss Schneider 's
portrayal conveys the bewilderment and distrust of a
lowly tavern girl who finds herself suddenly worshipped
by the imagnificentl y crazed old m an. Her voice, strong
and clear, reflects the inner emotional torment she is
Powder and Wig 's production of "Man of La
cau sed by the old man 's affection. Her perform ance
M ancha " is one of the finest dramatic efforts Colby
accentuates the contrast between the real world of the
has seen in recent years. The musical , performed to
Inn and Quixote's fable view. Yet for awhile Aldonza
packed houses on four consecutive ni ghts , was the
allows herself to be caught up in Quixote's great desire
result of hard work and the harnessing of the varied
until she is suddenly brought back to reality when she
talents of the mem bers of Powder and Wig.
is savagely raped by Pedro , leader of the Mule drivers,
The m usical , a hit on Broadway, has great potenforcefully played by Jay Reed , while ministering to her
tial and under the direction of John Orefice it is
wounded enemies as suggested by Quixote. Throughout
developed to the fullest extent. The story is set in
his stay at the Inn , Quixote ishumoredand protected by
Spain at the end of the sixteenth century at the
the Innkeeper , played by Tom Iaconoi-who gives an
time of the Inquisition- The scene opens in a prison
excellent perform ance as he p lays the role of the kindly
in the city of Seville where Don Miguel Cervantes ,,
mediator as both the Innkeeper and "governor " in the
poet and tax collector , played by Larry Capiello ,
prison.
and his companion Sancho , played by director
Cervantes in the Seville dungeon and Quixote the
John Orefice await trial by the court of the Indreamer are hounded by the evil tempered , ambitious
quisition. Before they face the Inquisition they
Dr. Carrasco , played by Chas Cowing. It is he that tem are tried b y their fellow prisoners. Cervantes defense
porarily brings Quixote to his senses , and Cowing's
is to entertain the priso ners with his story of Don
j permormance strikingl y brings hom e the contrast beQuixote de La Mancha , knight errant and his faithtween Carrasco , am bitious and at times genuinel y cruel
ful squire Sancho. His fellow prisoners become his
and the kind Quixote. Special mention must be made of
players and bring to life the characters created by his
Paul Bither 's performance as the kind hearted priest ,
im agination. As the p lay unfolds there is a constant
sym pathetic to Quixote and his ideals, and Bither 's
transition from the real world of the Spanish dunmagnificent m oving solo at the tim e of Quixote 's death.
geon to the im aginary world of Quixote necessitaPowder and Wig extremel y restricted by the lack of
ting numerous scenery changes and changes in the
real theater and theatrical resources did a m agnificent
personalities of the characters them selves; transijob in staging and performing a difficult musical. Much
tions smoothl y and professionally accom plished by
credit is due Tom Hubencr , stage manager and lighting
the cast and stage crew of the play, and crucial to the
designer, and to musical director Bob Luciano , for the
success of the performance.
success of the play. Director and actor John Orefice de=
Larry Capiello and John O refice are trem endous.
serves recognition most of all for a magnificent job of
Quixote,
Capiello's
"the knight of the woeful countorganizing, directing and acting.
enance ", is indeed the dream er who believes the age
"Man of La Mancha " was a success on Broadway and
of chivalry is not dead and sees the world not as it is
its theme has been popularized in recent years. It is
but as it ought to be. In his portrayal we meet the
both a tragedy and a comedy, a musical and a social
who
dares to dream the impossible dream and comments all this is contained within the script waitcharacter
for whom a windmill becomes a four armed giant to be
ing to be brought out b y a skilled director and cast in
conquered and a road side Inn , a castle. John Orefice
a performance. Powder and Wig succeeded in develis wonderful as Sancho the Knight 's squire and friend
oping all these themes under the direction of John
who is always there to pick him up when he is knocked
Orefice and his cast and making Man of La M ancha
dow n and follows him as he explains humorously in
an experience that those who viewed it will never
song, "Because I Like Him ".
forget.

La Mancha
A
Smash

Recycling
Many of you haveprobably alread y seen the num erous cardboard boxes scattered in the dorms full of
newspapers. This is not a plot by students to frustrate the m aids. It is an attempt by the Colby Env ironmental Council to recycle paper used at Colby, so
that it is not simply discarded , rather re - used.
The concept of recycling is not new to us. Return
able bottles used to be the norm rather than the exception, before the "disposable syndrome " invaded
the country. However , as we recognize the lim it to
our natural resources , the concept of recycling is becoming increasingly important. Recycled materials ,
such as paper , aluminum , glass, and tin , arc a new
cheap source of raw m aterials. Recycled materials
hel p us to lower prices and conserves resources by
hel ping to eliminate the needless mass dumping and
burning of materials which can be used again. CEC

is glad to sec the enthusiastic response to Colby 's
recycling program . These papers will be bundled ,
picked up every few m onths (as necessary) and sold
to Keycs Fiber Com pany in Winslow to be used in
production of corrugated cardboard . If student interest continues , we hope to recycle as much as 20
tons of paper this year. In addition to newspaper
recycling, the environm ental council will soon be
putting boxes around cam pus for tin can recycling.
CEC is also looking into the possibility of glass recycling,
CEC urges you to continue to support the recycling program at Colby. If you are interested in
lending a hand , which would be appreciated , please
join us at our bi - monthly meeting in Foss lounge,
Nov. 20th , at 6:15 PM or contact people in charge
of recycling in the dorm s in which you could 'help.

reality in the characters. The actors offered good
talent in their smooth slides between the r reality and
the illusions, and thus created a lively and successfully m eaningful rendidtion of the love of life.
"Endor " was much more forceful and serious ,,
and required a great deal of it s actors. It basically
dealt with the appraoching death of Saul and the
problems of men bound in a predestined existence,
plagued b y the futility of hope. Saul (i Mark
Farrington), his chief minister (Chas. Cowing), and
his military com mander seek visions of the future
fro m a witch (Barbara Russell).. In turn the play
was profuse with conflicting tensions, as Saul and
his cohorts are allowed p iecemeal veiws of the
future: they are thus troubled by changing motives
and the questions of dealing w ith a set future-- We
have had the experience but not the weight of it."
"Endor " lent itself to much dramatic dialogue and
required of the actors the ability to sustain the flow
of tension in the play ; it was easy for the play tp

Wig and Powder
Powder znd Wig offered broad hopes for a
promising season in its debut of "Phoenix Too
Frequent " and "Endor. " Although handicapped
by a vast number of technical problems that arose
by not having a regular theatre, Powder and Wig
displayed a sufficient range of good talent and an
enjoyable enthusiasm in its production.
The evening started ott with a lively performance
of Christopher Frye 's "Phoenix Too Frequent. "
This hilarous com edy of lofty superlatives and
earth y sympathies maintained a sound com ic rh ythm
and received its due enthusiasm from its three actors,
L. A. King, Jenny Holan , and Bob LeFebvre. Jenny
Holan , languidly perched atop the vault of her
husband's fresh tom b , always carried an abstract
air about her which was perfect for her part. Fasting
and mourning for her husband's death , she faithfull y waited for some god-like m essenger to fl y her
off to the underworld and reunite her with her
husband. Her grand illusions, well supported by her
abstract m ien , were drastically offset by her red ,
fleshy, and earth y servant , Doto , played by L. A.
K ing. Doto had her m ind embed ded in reality, no
matter how hard she fasted and p leaded for the intervention of the gods, she was always dragged down
dow n by her sharp pangs of hunger and the sneaking

becom e static. For exam pie, unlike "Phoenix ,"
there were very few props to work with , such as a
vault. Therefore it was essential that the actors knew
suspicicn of the tangible cold flesh of the husband
what to do with their hands, which they sometim es
still in inthe vault. L. A. gave substance to her part
didn 't; in a way it was very easy to look awkward.
with a strong forceful voice and evidently amorous
(Chas. Cowing alleviated this problem with a good ,
intentions. Doto and her m aster are tempted with
noticeable limp.) The tension and weight of "Enodr
the food and wine of the snooping guard-watchman
was by no means lost, though , and the actors successp layed by Bob LeFebvre. LeFebvre successfully
fully impressed upon the viewer an awesom e probmaintained the com ic strains of the play with his
lem in a man 's relation with his God.
adroit fluctuations betwen the real and the ideal.
The plays were hindered by a num ber of techWhile iru contact with Doto he perpetuated his
nical problem s, though no fault of the production
earthbound existence, yet he soon falls in love with
crew. For one thing the im provised stage creaked
the new widow and j umps to an illusion-filled dream and echoed a great deal and thus distracted from the
world. In the end everyone seem s to drift back down
play. Also the loose rug covering the stage, attemptto earth , the god of death sadly not forth com ing, and
ing to stifle iits resounding quilities, got in the way
the pangs of hunger and love implainting inescapable
of th. ac t or 's teet and added a clum siness to t heir
1 movements. Furtherm ore, lighting in Runnal's
gym presents a big problem , especially in situations
such as the vision scenes of "Endor ," where the
sal
I
I
I
Hj v^h 9 I
1 J ¦wm - ^5 actors were behind a screen in the rear of the stage
K^&9HH bib aV' v ^
and a uniform ity of lighting was very difficult.
Upper Main Street — 872-8856
Most of these minor prolbem s grew simp ly out of
iguishes itself
" •WHATEVER HAt-reiVEJ i o mm bcPTk -Mb....
the
fact that Colby has no feasible stage to work
surroundthe
sexploitation
field.
Lush
with high calibre refinements of
ings , professional acting, stupendous camera work and a plot.Tina
with. W hat is important , though in a way sad , is
RussgII will turn many people on'.'-SWANK
that Colby has such a wealth of talent to draw from ,
ff>CJ
'The phenomenally faithful closeu ps are superb. <*<J*0 **
"Phoenix Too Frequent " and "Endor " are cert•WHATEVER HAPPENED TO MISS
• j ti $B*r -ot ^
ainly
prime exam ples.
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GIFT BOOKS

MARTY'S TEXACO
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE CARE

COLBY COLLE GE

BOOKSTORE

tune ups
shocks
front end alignment
exhaust systems
tirei

EARLY CHRISTMAS SHOPPERS

inspection station
winterizing
batteries
road service

HELENA'S HOBBY CELLAR
16 West St., Waterville,Me.
Authentic German Hummel Placques

and

3

You Don't Have To
Shoot Your Own Goose
at

Antiqued Currier and Ives Woodon Placques
Colby Paper Weights and Other Crafts

Valley Sport s

By appointment only
Phone 872-8373

We Have Down Sleeping Bags
Mountain & Ski Parkas and Mitts

10Minot Ave. & Rt. 4
,

_

,

I

Across from Elm Plaza

872*9760

Visit
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Shows 7 and 9» Proof of Age Required (X) .
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"The Ni ght V isitor , " directe d by
Laslo Benedek , is a gothic-tin gea imc
of reven ge filmed in the northernmost
ti p of Sweden. The wind-swe pt , snowcovere d countr yside adds to the terror of a stalkin g psychopath , mu r dere d victims and sinister motives.
M ax von Sy dow , in the title role ,
makes an all-but-im possible escape
from an insane asy lum whe r e he was
confined unj u stly two years earlier for
the ax murder of a farmhand. Clad
only in boots and underwear , he steals
quietl y t hr ough the frozen countr yside a nd commit s several murd er s,
lea ving clu es incr imina t ing his br otherin-l aw. The chilling atmo sphere of impending disaster reaches an intense
climax that 's as hair-raising as Hitchcock 's best .
Trevor Howard , Liv Ullman and Per
Oscar sson j oin von Sy dow in a series
of exc e p t ionally p owerful performances. Henry Mancini , the awardwinning composer , crea ted the brooding score which underlines the action.
Filmed in Eastmanc olor , "The
Night Visit or " is ra ted G.

FOUND
Man's silver ring band type, lost in library, now

at B&G Lost and Found,

14 K Gold ring ,letter P, on the crown. Found

in Miller Library , now a t, B&G Lost and Found.

Com mittee Expose !
To those of you w h o ignore bulletin boards ,
Don 't! Stu-A m inutes will now be appearing
at various p laces around campus. Find out what
Stu-A is doing, just thin k , it m ight concern you.
The following students have been named as
m e m b e r s of Colb y 's College and Board of Trustees Committees for 1974-1975. Check out the
function of these committees in your handbook
and give these peop le any ideas , suggestions, or
comm ents you m ay have. As student members
they are a direct line of communication to the
decision making bodies which affe ct your college life .
Administration:

Bill Muller
Mark Taylor
Janet Oken (alternate)
R. E. L. Strider , chairperson
Janet McPherso n
Mik e North
Kevin Gliwa
Zach Wechsler
Dan Driscoll
Joan Vicario (alt.)
P. G. Jenson , chairperson
Sue Conant
Scott Sm ith
Mark R ichardson
Lydia M c A n e r n y (alt.) Chris Morrisey (alt.)
P. E. Machemer , chairperso n
S teve Parks
Martha N ist
Dick Perkins (alt.)
D. S. R e u m a n , chairperson

Admissions:

Athletics:

Bookstore :

Educational
Policy :

Tom H u e b n e r
Mike North
Steve Parks
Steve Sharfarm an
P h i l Lee (alt.)

( alt.)

P. G. Jenson , chairperson
Jackie Lindsay
Pat Brown
Jenny Frutchy
Barry R a b i n
Jud y M cRae (alt.)
Janiec Bisp ham (alt.)
R . W. Pullen , chairperso n

Financial Aid :

Financial
Priorities:

GMU
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In th e nam c of M r. Palm er , Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, Pres. Strider has selected
these students to serve on committees of the
Board of Trustees;:
Board . Student
Affairs Com.
Board B & G :
Board EPC :
Board Planning:

Sandra M cGowan
Mik e Boyson
Karen .'Santic
Peter Kraft
Kevin Cooman
Sarah Haw k
Cam ilia Moore
N o r m a n Skaggs

Environmental
News
Minutes of 1VI eeting 11/6/74:
Meeting was called to ord er b y Martha Nist at 7:05 PM.
Affiliations - we received acknowled gement from Natural Resource's Council that they received CEC's $15.00
Making CEC a recognized affiliate of NRC 1974-75.
Mike Buonaruto is going to get CEC information
about "Friends of the Animals ", as a possible group
CEC might support.
Recycling - Martha Nist will check withHughGregg about
the twine situation.
It is possible to recycle aluminum cans in Portland the recycling committee is going to 'havea meeting
to organize this effort on campus - so, save those cans.

i

Leslie Leonard , Lydia McAnerney, and Carter Newell
are looking into the possibility of collecting tin cans
and pie plates in the dining halls.
Martha Nist and Carter N cwell are looking into possible alternat ives concerning the vehicle used for paper pickups.
RE CYCLING COMMITTEE MEETING - will be
very short.

As surprising, mysteriousand
powerful as Castaneda's previous
books h ave been , Tales of Power goes
far beyond them. It is don Juan's
final statement, the fulfillment of
Castaneda's marvelous and unique
opportunity to open "th e door
to the unknown."

< ^bbhhh

Jim Scott
Dave Raue
Leslie J ohnson
Janet Oken
Paul Casio
Phil Lee
Zach Wechsler
Also , named by President Strider to the college
Ted Sny der
E. P. C:
Robin Dekker

Foreign Studies
Student E x c h a ng e : Janet Breslin
Mary j Bastrom
Debbie Field
Muff y Patten
Joyce Smith (alt.)
Betsy W illiams (alt.)
F. A. Cauz , chairperson
Library :
Qaiser Khan
E. M. Curran , chairperson
Right s..and Rules: Jane Brox
Craig Snyder
Harry Friedman
Paul Boghossian
Iris Greenberg (alt.)
Pam Bradley (alt.)
Harry Friedm an , ch airperson
Senio r Scholars:
Peter Kraft
G. D. Maier , chairperson
Special Programs:
PaulCasto
Chris Foster
Martin H u b b e
Carol Odsess (alt.)
J . B. B u n d y , chairperson
Standings : «
Jam ie Stubner
Janice Bisp ham
Dave Friedrich (alt.)
Michelle B u r k e (alt.)
R. M. Benbow , chairperson
Advisory on
Forei gn S t u d e n t
Admissions:
Julio Sanchez
Maggy Duleau
J o h n Irw in
Celeste Keefe (alt,)
H. Holland , chairper son
Committee
Selection:
Dick Perking
Carol Majdalany
B ill M u l l e r
Roland Martel
Scott Smith
Sharon Walsh

n^—

V/l

Faculty Meeting
Repersentatives:

Paul Boghossian
Teresa Barnes
Dick Perkins
Marty Reader (alt.)
Scott Anderso n (alt.)
R. W . Pullen , chairperson

Zach Weschler
Claire Ju l i a n .
Jan McPherso n
Bob LeFeber
Sand y Hall

Speakers/Activities - Brandon Kulik is looking into a
program on M aine pesticid e Laws with Don Mairs.
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Hoo pmen Prepare
For Opener

Reading.
McDowell
was a starter last winter ,
averaging 10.1 points and 6.8 rebounds per

game , while DeLorenzo averaged 4.7
points per game and 3.1 rebounds as the
sixth man. Although McDowell is nursing
an ankle injury and may not be able to
p lay until the season opener Dec. 29 ,
Ma ssachusetts players dom inate the 1974-1975
Whitm ore cites him as a key to M ule forColby College varsity basketball club which is
tune
s. "He 's our best pure outside shootrebu ilding after last year 's 14-7 campaign.
er
,"
Whitm
ore says , adding, "He also has
Head Coach Dick Whitm ore , form erly of
good speed to hel p our running game and his
Bra intree , Mass., has announce d a 15-man
experience will be a big factor. "
roster which includes nine M assachusttts
The fifth-year coach , who sports a 53-38
natives.
record
, says DeLorenzo is the most hardWhile the team is captained by last wintnosed player and best passing forward on the
er 's top N ew Eng land rebound er Brad Moore
team
. "His job will be to work hard on the
n f Hallowell , Maine , the Bay : State contingbaords
and give the offense consistency. "
ency includes t w o letterman forwardsMea
nwhile, w h i t m ore claim s Tracy has
Gerry McDowell and Gene DeLorenzo , for=
been "the biggest , most p leasant surprsie
m er team mates at Barnstable Hig h in
since I've been here. He 's exceptionall y
Hyannis .
talented . He can shoot , handle the ball and
They are joined by three-year veteran
play
d efense; and he fi ts into our p lans
Bill Wathall of Westfield ; juniors Bob
very
well.
"
Anderson of Worcester and Dave Arsenault
The new edito n of the M ules also includes
of Reading; sophomores J ohn Gl y n n of
four
players from New Hampsh ire , including
Norwood and B rian McDorma nd of L y n n ; (
senior
Dave Clark , a guard from Nashua ,
and fresh' m en Mike Tracy of W e y m o u t h
all-state
Class A perform ers Paul Harvey , a
and Al W ilson of Attleboro.
forward
from Portsmouth , and Ray G iroux ,
M cDowell and DeLorenzo are expected
a center from Manchester; and junior Joe
to j oin M oore in the starting forecourt which
Stella of Berlin.
will form the nucleus of the club which
Chris M arco , a sop homore forward from
graduated three starters last June , includin g
Bath , Maine , last year 's leading Jayvee scorer ,
outstanding forward Steve Colella of N.
rounds out the squad.
continued from page four

Mule Grid
Squad Ends
Tough Year
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ATKINS CO.
155 MAIN ST.
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Here's a camera for the serious amateur. Professional
quality features provide the flexibility, precision and versatility you need to get the results you want.
• Through-the-lens CdS metering. • Fast f/2 Chinon
lens. 9 Automatic Diaphragm Contro l • High speed
Copal metal focal plane shutter. • Screw lens mount
accepts a wide range of interchangeable lenses , e Full
flash synchronization (at speeds up to 1/125th seco nds
for electronic flash). • Self timer , e Single stroke film
advance. • ASA range 10-8OO. • Bright Viewing System.
• Rugged , professional black body , • Complete with
case.
-_

standards. A "health y "female is ju dged from a
different set of standard s than a "healthy " m ale
00
or adult , and those fem ales with male-valued ,
masculine traits (being com petitive , unemotional , and not easil y influenced ) have their feminin'
ti y questioned. Are they sick or jus t what is
The 1974 Colby Football M ules finished the season wro ng with them?
with a 2-6 record , a hard luck season in which an exMale diseases tend to be connected with
, assault , etc.. whereas fe m ale diseaagressiveness
trem ely young team and an extremely good fullback
excessive ffears and worries. D iffer
ses
deal
with
com bined to produce a team which if not a winner
end
standards
of health , different diseases, and
The fastest color slide fil m
^^^^|P^ ^^
pulled som e surprise's and won some gam es.
different
cures?
If we are "cured" back into ou
in the world ! Lets you take
T L ,'ir wins came, unfortunately, on the road. A
beautif ul colo r slides by can7-6 win over Coast Guard and a 21-0 defeat of M aine
female stereopypes .all is proper and good.
S
5
dlelight—or freeze action
(f VIQS
«¦
Z
Maritim e hi ghlighted the season. But the Mules prooutdoors with extra depth of
Great.
J)^
j;
Unfortunatel y, there are few w o m e n
¦
duced exciting football at horn e as well. The best horn e
processing
'
It
35mm 20 exposure ,
Z:
gam e was of course the Tufts game , a heartbreaker which psychiatrists or psychologists , statistics
included
which the Mules dropped in the last seconds, losing 21-14. ranging fro m 10-25% of all clinicians. A nd 5
the "ideal" patients , as idescribed b y clinic- ;
:
SHOOT WITH AVAI LABLE
On the road the M ules w ere 2-2 and the games they
are young, attractive , Z
ians
in
another
survey,
lost were to Hobart arid Bates in well-contested matches. females with no more than a B'A . degree.?
LIGHT
;
The 16-14 loss to Bates was the season finale. It was a
Z
syste
orces the patricrchy of the
^m *°
good game, Colby blocked a pont and an extra point
profe ssion . How perfect for a male to hel p S
and held a 14-13 edge into the fourth quarter. A fourth
and advise a poor feamal in trouble.
•¦
W hether or not this is true ot Colby in
quarte r 20 yard field goal by Bates was the final score
particular , I certainl y cannot say. But I do ¦
for either team how ever and Colby lost 16-14.
¦
question the constituents of Colb y 's present !
Colby 's first touchdown cam e after Aubrey M oore
staff, And especiall y now , when it is build- ilBBIIIIIIIIIIBIIBIBIIIIIIIII
IIIIIBIIIBIIBIBIIIIIIIIIIIIBIBIBIBlP
I
had blocked a punt and the M ules got possession
ing
a
new
hea
lth
center
,
they
should
con'i
at the Bates 31. A Gorniewicz to Lund gren pass capped
sider
the
hiri
ng
of
feminist
doctor
s.
A
off a short drive and gave the M ules the early lead ,
feminist , rather tha n simp ly a w o m a n , is
7-0.
necessary be caus e she must be aware of the
Bates tied the score 7-7 butColby came back again
borne of Maine sea food
present status of women and cannot simpin the second quarter with a drive which began on
HEARTIEST PLATE IN TOWN
ly conform to stereotypic sex-roles already
their own 34. Hayes moved the ball , completing passes
in (existence, . Either , and preferabl y more
Fabulous Antip islo Salads . Grinders . Ravioli
to May o and Mark Higgins., before throwing to Gornthanone , a w o m a n psy cholog ist , gynncologist:,,
Delicious Steaks , Lasajna . Manicoti
or ph ysician would 'be an addition to Colby 's
iewicz for the TD. 14-7 .
BEST LIQUOR SELECTION IN MAINE
med ical staff. The availablity of a choice
dynamite drinks at
Bates drove for a touchdown in the fourth quarter
might allow a greater r num ber of Colb y
before booting the field goal for the win.
very
reasonableprices
students to take advan tage of the opportunThe year saw freshm en and sophomores log expNow
open
Sundays 12*10
ities for he lp offered by health center-both
erience , saw Hayes m ature as a quarterback , and
now and in the future .
Orders to Go 873-3791
saw som e excellent defense. But who can replace
A L L HOME COOKING
ai man. aim , f smy j«!iwumi m mm reium ;
Peter Gorniewicz? Gorniewicz ran for over 4000 yards about court apperances because they realize that
at Colby and it is difficult to concieve of anyone retheir cases are serious.
placing him for some tim e. Congratulations to GornQ, Would the recommendation of m andatory jail
iewicz for a great career .
sentences for conviction of a crime committed
while out on bail include traffic violations? A. Yes.
Q. W hat is being done to control handguns which
m ight alleviate the Maine crim e rate? A. Gerald
Talbot (D-Portland) has tried repeatedly to pass
a bill banning hand-guns. Legislators seem to prefer the m andatory m inimum penalty law for any
Public Hearing - Maine 's Land Use Regulation Com
crime committed with a hand gun. There are no
I
THE VILLAGE BARBERS
m ission (LURC). Augusta Civic Center. Nov, 25 ,
unif orm gun laws for Maine law enforccm ent offi c9i00 Am. About land use policies in Maine
UNISEX
ials. In fact , local .gun ordinances vary so widely that I
useless,
M
ayor
state laws m ight be confusing or
I
HAIRSTYUNG
PLEASE BE CONCERNED ! If you do not want
Carey was not too concerned about the use of
873-1344
commercial development of Bigelow Mountain the powerful dum-dum bullet. He stated that Water- I 113 Main St.
Please write to Maine 's new Governor Longlcy, c/o
ville policemen use their guns only when absolutely
Augusta State House, stressing your concern II
¦nMiTiiiB ^iiiniiMiMiHiiiiii
^
necessary, i.e, when a life is in danger and then they
shoot for maximum results, so powerful bullets
would only aid a job which had to be done.
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goalee Evans round out the veteran roster.
In the goal, Frank Evans is likely to be on duty
most of the time, backed up by another senior who
returned to hockey last year, Curt Gow dy. Freshmen Mike Slavin and John Grey are also com peting
for net-time.
Early indications are that M ule fans will see a
team far different than the last two, more com petitive
and set on winning. An exhibition loss 6-0 to UNH
was a creditable perform ance against a superior team
a good indication.
On exhibition game remains, at home, on M onday
Nov. 25 at 7:00 PM against Nasson College. The season copener is a home game, Nov. 30, against Boston
State at 7: 30, for those who will take their turkey in
Waterville.

IFL
Revue
Fall intram ural activities this year saw the opportunity for Colby students (and faculty) to participate
in three sports. Offered w ere football, hosting a 12
game schedule, soccer, sporting a seven game season,
and the annual IFL Cross Country M eet. All seasons
have by now been concluded.
In IFL football, 17 team s in two divisions, the fraternity and independent , vied for eight playoff spots.
At the end of the regular season, KD R, DKE, LCA,
and TDP compiled nearly identical records to make the
post season gam es and try for the valuable Bixler Cup
points. From the independent division, LCA-B gained
entry by compiling a 10-1-1 season, followed by the Doo
dahs, CHS, and Leonard.
In first round play-off action , TDP defeated the Doodahs, LCA beat CHS, DKE conquered Leonard, and
i LCA-B upset KDR. In the sem i-finals, LCA n ipped
| TDP 28-25, and DKE squeezed by LCA-B 6-0. In the
!¦ final , LCA elim inated DKE 13-6 to take the cham pionship for the third year in a row on touchdowns by Scott
Goeller and all IFL senior, Joe Johnson.
Soccer also saw an encouraging season, with 13 teams
participating, also divided into two divisions. In the
fraternity division , Ice Nine finished first with a 6-1
record , followed by DU and DKE , both with 3-1-3 records to qualify for the playoffs. Other entrants were
ATO, PDT, KDR , and TDP , in order of finish. In the
independent division, the Santos compiled a 6-0-1 to top
their league, followed by playoff qualifiers, Dana and the
Internats. The Doodahs, the Faculty, and Foss rounded
out this division.
In play-off action, D>u defeated KDR, Dana advanced
by dropping the Internats, adnlce Nine and the Santos
drew byes. In the semi-finals, Ice-Nine got past DU, and
the Santos were victorious over Dana. In the final, a
battle matching regular season champions, Ice Nine
cam e up on top to win the crown for IFL Soccer 1974.
Finally, IFL Cross Country, on a raining Horn ecom ing weekend , Friday saw only fifteen contestants
compete over the 2.3 mile course. Individual winner for the race was Phil Freeze, covering the course
in just over 11m inutes. The next two finished were
John Bawot for KDR , and Rob Peterson , :running
for the victorious Doodahs, with determined Brian
Kicly being a non-finisher due to an accident. For
Bixler and President Cup points, the Doodahs came
in first and KdR finished second.
For upcoming seasons, Colby can look forward
to hockey and basketball. ThelFL Hockey season
begins Sunday the 17th , with rosters already due.
" LCA basketball will also begin soon , with rosters
due to Commissioner Ron Ouellette on Nov. 21,
and the season starting play after vacation.

" For each man a good woman. .. " """^lldVl •
A Spanish Proverb
UlOlUQtl
RESTAU RANT
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Booters
Finish
4-4-3
The Colby soccer team closed out their season last
Wednesday- , droppong a tough gam e to Bow doin at
Brunswick, 2-0. The loss dropped the Mules' final record to four wins, four losses, and three ties.
The game itself was much closer than the score
indicates, and Colby had many scoring opportunities
during the first half of the contest. But the failure to
put the ball in the goal, a problem which has plagued
the Mules sll year, hau nted them again. Several shots
went wide of the m ark, while others were picked off
by the Bowdoin goalie, who was tested of :severall
occasions.
Colby 's goalie, Jeff Sanderson, had a comparatively easy first half in goal, as the mules controlled m uch
of the play. However, with three minutes left in the
half , Bowdoin scored a fine goal on a well-known
half , Bowdoin scored a fine goal on a well-executed
play.
In the second half , the play was dominated by
Bowdoin , as the Mules began to tire and fade. Jon
Pace, Paul Pape, and John Harris all played their
final games in Colby uniform s, and all three put in
fine performances. As the game wore one, the Mules
began to tire, and the Bears pressed their advantage,
. and bombard ed Sanderson 's goal Some spectacular saves, and some find defensive work by fullbacks
Pace, Brian Kiely, and Chad Dickson kept the
Bears from scoring. A penalty kick was awarded on
a hotly disputed play with only four m inutes left in
the gam e, and later the shot was made , the m argm
of 2-0 lasted until the end of the game.
In all, the season was a rather erratic one for the
Mules, who looked very good on some of their
games, and not very good at all in others. The final
record , however , is among the best a Colby soccer
team has had in the last decade.

Hockey
Breaks
Out

One of the qualities of Division II Hockey is that a
few players , a change in attitude and a couple minor
factors can turn a cellar dweller into a play-off contender.
This is what Coach Mukai is seeking to do this
year and it looks as if he's got the Mules to do it.
The inevitable question "how are the freshmen?"
is answered rather pleasantly this year and newcomers
are abundant.
Seven freshmen , one transfer and two returnees
to hockey are likely to see action. Freshmen forwards are Dave Mac Leod, BobFubenm oto, Chris
M orrissey, Jim Trubble, Jeff Wheeler , and with
transfer Jack Rowbottom all are likely to see icetim e this year.
On defense, freshmen Bruce Goodharty trains
with Hank Bothfeld and along with the welcome
addition of Bill Huling, a starter in 1970-71 who
spent tim e in the arm y these three shou ld bolster
the m ule blue-line.
Combine this group with the veteran nucleus
returning and the potential for a contender is there.
Led by Co-Captains Dan Heaney and Paul Hat ton ,
eleven veterans return. On defense, Methuen
and .Endreson and at the forward spots, Yonker,
O'Neil, Philbin ,Maclean Harper , Scudder and
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DRAUGHT BEER and WINE
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Drop in for a delicious ,
CJCO itUg
3
Roast Beef Sandwich or Pizza |
Dagwood

COLL EGE AVE.

Italians

Groceries

COLD BEER

Take out service • Open til midnight

4,1 Water Street

Tel. 873-4372 _J

WATERVILLE TRAVEL SERVICE
SPRING VACATIO N BARGAINS

BERMUDA

8 DAYS 7 NIGHTS

featuring

i

PIZZAS - ITALIANS
DAOWOODS - GMNblH!
was.ON TAP
s
Mk CONDITIONED TABLE SERVICI
C*H Mml tejj **0*Swvfe*
Open: 11am • 12pm except Sun/Holidays 4-11
Freedelivery viitb$10.00 food order

872-2400 -assy!-

$325 " ™
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DEPARTS FROM BOSTON
ONLY FOUR PLACES LEFT

MEALS (2 daily)
TRANSFERS

ALL TIPS & TAXES

JAMAICA

,nc,
*
$340 ' E;Lw
* DAYS 7 NIGHTS
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DEPARTS FROMN.Y.

MEALS(2cfaly)

ALLTIPS «ITAXES
QNLY TWENTY PLACES LEFT

RESERVATIONS REQUIRED BY DEC. 15

FOR RESERVATIONS & FURTHER INFO CALL
STEVE TAIT EXT. 360

I

pear Moviegoers,
Due to factors beyond our control, we were unable to bring you On the Waterfro nt last weekend as
we had originally p lanned. Yet, since there has been
such a desire for this classic film , we have rescheduled
it for Dec. 2 (7:00 and 9:30) and Dec. 3 (9:30).
This is the story of a priest who sets out to smash
m ob control over the New York waterfront.. . and
of an inarticulate longshorem an who slowly becomes
aware of what he could amount to in the world. Jam packed with a realistic and emotional appeal seldom
achieved in a motion picture, it shows the longshoreman shift from an "I'm looking out for me" attitude
to a willingness to risk his life for what he believes is
right. W inner of eight Academ y Awards. A top
grosser and one of the Ten Best of the.Year.
If you have never seen this film , then you certainly do not want to m iss it. If you have seen it,
I know that you'll want to see it again. It is that
good!!
Marlon Brando , Karl M aiden , and Eva M arieSaint.
Lovejoy 100
75 cents.
Mon Dec. 2, 7:30 and 9:30
Tues. Dec. 3, 9:30

A sem i-cooperative nursery school for
children and grandchildren of Colb y College
students , staff , and faculty is conducted at
Lorim er Chapel in space rjnade available by
the College. The school meets five m ornings
a week , from 8:15 to 11:45 , under the
direction of two teachers. Children from ages
2 throug h 5 are elig ible to attend from 2 to
5 days a week. Tuition is determ ined b y
calculating the total estim ated cost of the
program for the year and dividing it by the
number of children attending.
For further information contact Joan
M eehan at 872-8926.

*************

There will be an informal discussion with
Profs. Todrank and M eehan Sunday , Nov. 24 ,
at 7:00 p.m. in Coburn Lounge. Their topic
will generall y concern itself with The
Governm ent as an Effective Agency in Solving
our Social Problem s. After a brief talk , they
will both entertain questions. ^ Everyone ; is
invited. Refreshments will be served .
Sponsored b y Coburn Hall

gWdpplSf ^l
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Crarin g to the Colli**
Crowd

Hum. - Fri. - Sua.

The North ern Valloy Boys
Owr of ska BestAumtmetm of Drinksw Toua
7:00 a.sft.-l:60t).a».
19H Tcnpfc Saett

GOOD FOOD

INFOR MAL A g MOSFHERC

AL COREY
Music Center

99 MA IN STREET
GUITARS
AMPLIFIERS & PA'S
MARTIN
TRAYNOR
YAMAHA
YA MAHA
GIBSON
PLUSH
MAGSTRUM
RECORDS - TAPE S - SHEET MUSIC
ALL YOUR MUSICAL NEEDS

LTAR
PIF E JEWELE K
40 Main Street
Waterville.Me.
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Paul G. Jenson , Dean of Faculty at Colby College
here since 1971 , has assum ed the additional title of
Vice President for Academic Affairs.
The change, resulting from a recent revision of
the college bylaws, brings Colby into conformity with
many other institutions where the deans of faculty
are officiall y designated as having vice presidential
rank .
j
A native of Minnesota , Jenson cam e to Colby from
Temple Buell College in Denver , Colo., where he was
vice president for academic affairs. A graduate of
Luther College in Iowa , he earned M.A. and Ph. D.
degrees at the University of Minnesota.
In announcing the change, Colby President Robert
L. Strider noted that other revisions of the bylaws
included a clarification of the function of the college 's
Academ ic Council as well as a number of m inor
editorial im provem ents.
Semester in Washinton
Colb y is a member of the Washington
semester Program at the American University. Each semester we're entitled to send
°ne or two students to this program which
involves first-hand .contact w ith Washingto n
officials as well as opportunities for extensive
research into problems affecting national
governm ent. Separate programs stress
urba n government , foreign policy, , and econom icdevel poment.
N orm all y applications for the fall
semester are not due until March i or April.
However , because Professor M aisel is going
f° be on leave this spring, students interested
»n spendin g Fall Semester 1975 in W ashington
should contact him befo r e leaving for
Chr istmas vacation.
LOST
Silver ring with 3 turquoise stones - a silver
"es'gn around stones

The Colby College Glee Club will present its
Fall concert this Sunday, November 24, at
8:00 p.m . in Lorimer Chapel on campus.
The program will include "Rejoice in the Lam b ,"
a work for chorus , soloists, and organ by the
Twentieth - century English composer Benjamin
Britten , and Mozart 's "Solemn Vespers of the
Confessor Saints.," a full - length work for
chorus, soloists and orchestra. All the soloists
in the concert are past or present m em bers of
the Colby student body; the soprano soloist in
the M ozart is Louise Hessert, '75. In addition ,
Paul AUerton , Paul Either , Karen Blough , Tom
Iacono , Karen Santic, and Joyce Smith will also
be .singing solos. The concert is open to the
public without charge.
THANKSGIVING SERVICE
All are welcome to a short service at Lorimer
Chapel on Monday, November 25th , at 8:00 p.m.
This will be sponsored by the Colby Christian
Fellowship. Come and join in the spirit of thanks !
Refreshments following the service in the lounge ,

***************

Saturday at 7:00 in the chapel :
A concert by the Capella Singers: Melinda
Walker , Tod Heislcr , Bob Weinstein , Caro lyn
Carpenter , Doug Schwarz , Barb Bowers,
Karen Gustafson , Jod y H otchkiss , Dave Eells ,
Kit Cunningha m , and D ebbie Baker. This
dazzling concert cones to you free of charge .

**************

Lost 2 keys on a chain- 1 room key and 1
dorm key.
Tape deck stolen from a locked car parked
in new dorm lot.

Ncck chain with a plate with "Olga"written
on it.

Lost brown suede pocket-book with billfold *
money, I.D., and all personal papers plus galsses
in it.

Lost set of keys - 1 key to Johnson • the other
miscellaneous.

1 college ring -- blue stone, gold colored , with
name engraved on inside.

C,°1<1 Initial

Lost brown billfold , I.D. .license, about $2.00
cash,

Ring - initials "JSB" -- Very valUable .i the ring is flat on top and opens on
^ c side.

Lost yellow rain hat (type that servicemen wear)

¦Maj

BigJohns
EAT

ATT

KENNEDY MEMORIAL DRIVE

BER RY 'S
ART SUPPLIES
74 MAIN STREET

FAMILY BOOKSTORE

Va Silver St
Downstairs* SPECIAL DISC0UNT
COM E BROWSE

BBC'S
FOO D — BEE R — PIZZ A
FREE J UKE BOX TUES. & WED .
Dirty Rock' n Roll
Thurs. - Sat.

wtNtoEr s pizza
(OppositePort Offka)
fin*, I
t alians, Meatballs , Roast Beef
FREE delivery on $12.00 order
'
873-4*12

GIVE SOMEBODY DU N K I N DON UTS |53s *

MUBJ

GET SOME LOVIN' BACK
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